Experimentally observation of borophene nanoribbons (BN Rs) motivated us to carry out a comprehensive investigation on BN Rs, decomposed from χ3 sheet, using density functional theory. Our results show that the stability and also the electrical and magnetic properties of the ribbons are strongly dependent on the edge configuration. We have studied two categories of ribbons: XBN Rs, and Y BN Rs. The first one is a nonmagnetic metal with armchair shape edge, while Y BN Rs can be magnetic or nonmagnetic related to the edge shape. Y BN Rs have four different edge types and we show that two of them are magnetic ( a-and b-type edges) but others are nonmagnetic (c-and d-type edges). There are 10 distinct configurations by arranging the different edges of Y BN Rs. 10 percent of Y BN Rs are polarized asymmetrically at the edges leading to the loss of degeneracy of spin-up and spin-down bands in the antiferromagnetic configuration. 40 percent of Y BN Rs have one magnetic edge which can be a promising candidate for spintronic applications due to the separation of the spin in the real space in addition to the energy space. Electronic transmission properties of the ribbons are also studied and found that transmission channels are suppressed in edges of XBN Rs due to electron localization.
I. INTRODUCTION
Discovery of graphene at 2004 [1] opened a new world in solid-state physics. Extraordinary properties of graphene, like linear band structure near Fermi level, high electrical and thermal conductance and its stiffness, locate it at the center of attention in last decade. Furthermore, integer and fractional quantum Hall effect [2] [3] [4] [5] observed in the graphene opened new doors in the theoretical condensed matter. After the discovery of graphene, other two dimensional materials (2D) have been theoretically predicted and experimentally synthesized such as silicene [6, 7] , germanene [8, 9] , stanene [10, 11] , and black phosphorene [12, 13] . Quite recently, a new member has been added to the single element 2D family that unlike others, it doesn't have a unique structure. borophene, a single layer of boron atoms, has recently been synthesized by two independent groups [14, 15] . It is interesting that the results of these experiments are different and show two-dimensional boron polymorphs. Accurate analysis of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and density functional theory (DFT)-based simulation showed that three different phases of the borophene i.e. 2Pmmn, χ 3 and β 12 have been synthesized in two mentioned experiments.
Experimental and theoretical investigations showed that all synthesized borophene sheets are metal. Dirac fermions were demonstrated in the Ag-supported β 12 sheet [16, 17] . A lot of research has been devoted to studying outstanding properties of the borophene sheets in recent two years. It was observed that the borophene sheets are stiffer than the steel and unlike graphene, its mechanical ability is anisotropic and dependent on the * Izadi@webmail.guilan.ac.ir † m bagheri@guilan.ac.ir load direction [18, 19] . In addition, same anisotropy has been reported for its electrical conductance that makes the borophene sheet an ideal candidate for electronic devices [20] . Borophene sheets can be used as an anode electrode in Li and Na rechargeable batteries [21] [22] [23] . Superconductivity of the borophene sheets has also been attracted some attention in recent years [24, 25] . Role of Dirac cone on optical properties of borophene sheet is also an interesting topic for research [26] .
Borophene nanoribbons have recently been prepared on Ag substrate [27] . The initial report demonstrated that χ 3 , β 8 , and β phases of the borophene were formed on the substrate. The obtained ribbons are metal like their corresponding sheet [5] . Study of the properties of the borophene nanoribbons and comparison with graphene nanoribbons have a significant importance and can highlight their capability for partnership in nextgeneration electronic devices.
Recently, we have studied the electronic and magnetic properties of β 12 borophene nanoribbons using ab-initio approach and found that there is a spin anisotropy at the edges of specific ribbons which makes them completely different from graphene nanoribbons [28] . The spin anisotropy can be considered as a new degree of freedom in spintronic applications. Here, we study the electronic, and magnetic properties of the χ 3 -borophene nanoribbons using density functional theory. χ 3 sheet and nanoribbon were synthesized recently and unlike the sheet, its ribbons has not been studied so far. Our results show that the ribbons have interesting electrical and magnetical properties different from χ 3 sheet and β 12 nanoribbons. This article is organized as follows: in the next section, the computational method is described. Results of the calculations and discussion about the electrical properties of the considered structures are presented in section 3. Finally, perspective and conclusion of this paper are given in section 4.
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
We performed all calculations presented in this work by density functional theory (DFT) as implanted in the SIESTA package [29] . The norm-conserved TroullierMartins pseudopotentials are used to describe the interaction between valance and core electrons. [30] . generalized gradient approximation (GGA) is used for the exchange-correlation energy [31] . The kinetic energy cutoff plane-waves is assumed 80 Hartrees. The structures are optimized self consistently and the atoms are relaxed so that the maximum force component on each atom is less than 0.01eV /Å. 20Å vacuum region is set for the borophene sheet along the z-direction and for BN Rs along non-periodic directions. The first Brillouin zone (BZ) of χ 3 -sheet is sampled by 60 × 60 × 1 k-points. The BZ integration is performed within the Monkhorst Pack [32] scheme using 101 k-points along the ribbon. Boron atoms are considered with 13 orbitals: two sets of s orbitals, two sets of p orbitals and a set of d orbital with cut-off radius of 2.8Å, 3.35Å and 3.35Å, respectively. In addition, the spin-polarized calculation is done to find the spin-polarized bandstructures and electron density of some BN Rs which are more stable in magnetic ground states. We have done the optimization in both FM and AFM configurations to compare the energy and find the most stable case.
We use T RAN SIEST A package, which is a nonequilibrium Green function code based on the density functional theory, to compute the transmission coefficient and transmission pathway (TP) of ribbons. The main aim of the package is to find the electron density and Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian self-consistently for an open quantum system coupled to electrodes. Details of the package's method and relevant references can be found elsewhere [33] [34] [35] . For computing transport properties of ribbons by T RAN SIEST A, a periodic ribbon is divided into three parts: scattering region and left and right electrodes. In our calculations, scattering region and electrodes include 5 and 2 ribbon's cell, respectively. In other hand, results are independent of the number of the unit cells in the parts, because the structure is considered in the equilibrium condition and it is perfect. 101 kpoint along the ribbon is used for the first Brillouin zone integration. The transmission coefficient of the ribbons is obtained by [36] . TP shows the transmission coefficient through the local bonds of the ribbon, T ij is the transmission coefficient between atoms i and j. Sum of T i j on all of the bonds give us the total transmission coefficient:
The direction of the arrows in map plots of TP are corresponding to the charges flow in the sample.
The electrical stability of the ribbons can be examined by cohesive energy: E c = E cell /N − E f reeatom , where E cell is the total energy of the unit cell, N is the number of atoms in a unit cell and E f reeatom is the energy of free boron atom. To investigate the thermal stability of the ribbons, molecular dynamics simulation is performed in NVT ensemble. A super-cell composed of 8 unit cells for each ribbon is investigated at room temperature for 2ps. To reduce computational cost, we have used density functional tight-binding (DFTB) [37] instead of DFT.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A.
χ3-borophene Sheet
The unit cell of a χ 3 -borophene sheet and the high symmetry points of the first Brillouin zone (BZ) are drawn in Fig.1 (a) . The unit cell is composed of four B atoms which can be classified into two categories: B atoms with coordination number (CN ) of four, shown by blue balls in Fig. 1(a) , and others with CN = 5 which are shown by green balls. The lattice constants of the sheet are equal to 4.44Å and 2.93Å for A and B, respectively with an acute angle of 70.74 0 which is in good agreement with previous theoretical and experimental reports [15, 22] . Fig. 1(b) shows the bandstructure of the χ 3 -borophene sheet in high symmetry lines of BZ. Several Dirac points are observed in the considered energy range. The first Dirac point is placed at 0.4eV below the Fermi level in X-C direction. The next one is observed in G-X direction and is a hole packet. Dirac points were also reported in free-standing β 12 -borophene sheets [16] , but here, they are more and near to Fermi energy. Similar to supported β 12 sheets [16] , we expect that the Dirac points are placed in the Fermi energy in presence of a substrate. Our analysis shows that p-orbitals are responsible for Dirac points. Like other borophene sheets [20, 38] , the observed Dirac points are anisotropic causing to direction dependent electrical conductivity. Quit Recently, Dirac point in supported χ 3 -borophene sheet has been confirmed in ref. [39] using high-resolution angleresolved photoemission spectroscopy. 
B. χ3-borophene nanoribbons
We chose a rectangular cell consisting of eight B atoms to make borophene nanoribbons (BN Rs). r 1 = 2A − B and r 2 = B are the lattice vectors of the cell. The BN R is constructed by repeating the cell so that XBN Rs are created from the cutting of the sheet along r 1 while Y BN Rs are periodic along r 1 .
XBN Rs
XBN R is specified by the number of B atoms in a row, N , and the shape of its edges looks like an armchair. Results show that N XBN Rs are nonmagnetic metals and the ribbon will be more stable by the increase of the width, see Fig.2 . We can determine two general groups, with even or odd N , for XBN Rs while armchair β 12 -BN Rs are classified into three groups which are nonmagnetic metals like χ 3 -XBN Rs [28] . In addition, the unit cell of χ 3 ribbon is wider than β 12 one. More electron accumulation is observed in the edges of the XBN Rs, which is similar to β 12 BN Rs and consistent with recent experimental report [27] . In addition, electron density is noticeable in straight bonds of hexagonal holes (HHs) in the body of the ribbon which are shorter than the other bonds because of σ bonding. It has been recently shown that the HHs control the mechanical properties of the borophene [19] . Electron localization is well seen in the ELF map of the ribbons. The electron localization in the edges of ribbons leads to the vanishing of the transport channel in the vicinity of the edge so that the electron transport happens just through the body of the ribbon, see Fig. 3 (c). We expect that the functionalizing of the edges removes the electron localization and increases the conductivity of the XBN Rs. Same strategy is used in graphene nanoribbons. There are a lot of bands crossing the Fermi energy so that the transmission coefficient is nonzero in the whole energy range. The transmission coefficient is increased by the increase of the ribbons width because of the enhancement of the transmission channels in the body. Some Dirac points are observed in the bandstructure which are very close to the Fermi energy in even N ribbons. The increase of width leads to the increase of the number of Dirac points and shifting them toward the Fermi energy.
Thermal stability of N XBN Rs, for N=12 and 13, analyzed by molecular dynamic simulation is shown in Fig.  S5 (a) and (b) . Results show that the XBN Rs are stable and flat at room temperature. Indeed, armchair-like edge of the ribbon makes it strong against thermal and mechanical fluctuations. The cohesive energy of 30 allotropes of Y BN Rs is investigated in Fig.6 . it is obviously seen that the stability and also the electrical and magnetic properties of 10 distinct structures of each group (in a rectangle) are repeated periodically while the stability of the Y BN Rs is increased by the width of the ribbons. In each group, N ccY BN R is the most unstable ribbon despite having the longest width. Generally, the stability of the ribbons is increased respectively in this order: N cc < N bc < N cd < N ac < N bb < N bd < N ba < N ad < N dd < N aa, in a group. We can notice that the edge type is the most important stuff for understanding the stability of the Y BN Rs. So it is observed that the configuration with c-type edges has the lowest stability, after that each structure which is combined with the ctype edge. The second unstable edge is b-type, and the third one is d-type while a-type is the most stable edge configuration. From table S1, It is clearly observed that the bonding length of the edge atoms (1 − 2) of c-type edge is more than the corresponding bond in the sheet. By cutting the ribbon to have c-type edge, a hanging atom (atom 1 in Fig.5 c) remains on the edge. The CN of the atom in the sheet is 5, while it is equal to 1 here. Dangling bonds of B atom at the edge of the ribbon is increased while the CN is decreased. This leads to the structural distortion [40] . This atom can easily escape from the ribbon so the ribbon with a c-type edge is completely unstable. In Fig.5 b, atom 4 -with CN = 4 on the borophene sheet-gains one more dangling bond which cannot be matched by the atom 3 with CN = 5 in both the sheet and b-type edge ribbons. In the d-type edge ribbons, atom 1 and 2 have, respectively, three and one more dangling bonds in comparison with the corresponding atoms in the sheet. It seems that a dangling bond of atom1 is combined with a dangling bond of atom 2, and their bonding length is decreased slightly. Therefore, the stability of the structure is improved. By cutting the sheet, each of the edge atoms of a-type (atoms 1 and 2 in Fig.5 a) gains one more unsaturated bond which are combined together perfectly leading the reduction of 1−2 bonding length (see table S1), so it is the most stable edge in Y BN Rs.
To investigate the electronic and magnetic properties of Y BN Rs, we have computed their charge density, spin density, transmission coefficient and also bandstructure of 30 ribbons which are classified into 3 groups. We figure out the properties of 10 distinct ribbons of a group repeated in the next group, so we just report the properties of the ribbons in the group with n = 6. The considered ribbons are in the width about 25 till 29Å. N = 25 has two distinct configurations, 25adY BN R and 25bcY BN R. As we expect from the previous paragraphs, both of them have a magnetic (a and b-type) and a nonmagnetic edge (d and c-type). This is clear in the spin density part of Fig.7 . It is revealed that the electron density of nonmagnetic d-type edge is completely localized at the B atoms for 25adY BN R and as a result, the weight of TP in this edge is ignorable in comparison with the b-type edge. In fact, the electron localization on the atoms of the edges eradicates the spin density and also the transmission of the charge at the edges, like c and d-type edges in Y BN Rs and the edges of XBN Rs. The transmission coefficient of 25adY BN R is non zero in all range of energy because it is a conductor. The transmission coefficient of spin-up electrons is different from the down ones. It is clearly observed in Fig.8 (a) that the bandstructure of up and down spins are different in one band in the energy range between −2eV to 2eV . The difference is because of the partial magnetization of 25adY BN R in the a-type edge. One can experimentally observe the spin polarization of one edge of the Y BN Rs by using spin-polarized STM measurements which is advised in ref. [41] .
It is observed that the electron density is ignorable in the b-type edge of 25bcY BN R. The majority-spin density is on the atom 2 of b-type edge because of having one more dangling bond. In the nonmagnetic c-type edge of the ribbon, spin-up and spin-down electrons participate in the transport with the equal weight, but only the electrons with the majority spin are transferred through the b-type edge. In the other word, the b-type edge is responsible for the mismatch of the up and down transmission coefficients shown in the last column of Fig.7 (b) . The transmission coefficients of up and down electrons of 25bcY BN R are different. However, both of them show that the ribbon is a conductor because of the presence of a large number of transmission channels. With a simple look at the transmission coefficients of 25ad and 25bc, one can observe that the maximum of transmission coefficient in the first one is less than the second. Both of them have the equal number of B atoms in a unit cell, but the electrons are completely localized in the d-type edge of 25ad and so the charge transfer is blocked on the edge. We can say that two boron atoms are blocked in the unit cell of 25ad and they have not participated in the transport, then 25bc has two more transmission channels than 25ad. 13 and 15, respectively, are the maximum of transmission coefficient of 25ad and 25bc. They are different in just two channels. Fig. 8 (b) , shows that 25bc is a metal structure with different bandstructure for the spin-up and spin-down electrons. Many Dirac points are observed in the bandstructure curve of the ribbon even on the Fermi energy.
Three configurations are predictable for N = 26, 26aaY BN R, 26bdY BN R, and 26ccY BN R which are shown in Fig. S2 . 26aaY BN R is a magnetic ribbon and degenerated in ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) configurations. The electrons are partially localized in the a-type edge, so it is magnetic and charge can transfer through it. In FM configuration of the ribbon, spin-up electrons are transferred through the body and edges with the maximum weight, while the pattern of TP is different for spin-down electrons. In zero energy, it is clear that the transmission channels of spindown electrons are less than the ones for spin-up carriers which is shown in transmission coefficient curve of the ribbon. In AFM configuration of 26aaY BN R, the spinup and -down density of electrons are spatially separated as well as the weight of TP for them. The transmission coefficient of spin-up and spin-down electrons are matched because the structure is symmetrically magnetic and the transmission channels of spin-up and spin-down carriers are the same. The bandstructures of FM and AFM 26aa are depicted in Fig. 9 (a) and (b) . The spinup and spin-down bandstructure curves are degenerated for AFM configuration, while they are different in two bands for FM configuration. A large number of bands cross the Fermi energy in both configurations and the Dirac points are observed near the Fermi energy.
The next Y BN R with 26 atoms in the unit cell is 26bdY BN R. The electrons are localized between the bonds of d-type edge of the ribbon and as a consequence, the atoms in the edge have the equal spin-up and -down density leading to a nonmagnetic edge, while b-type edge is magnetic with majority spin density shown in Fig. S2  (c) . The TP of spin-up electrons is on the body and btype edge, but spin-down electrons are transmitted just through the body. The transmission coefficient curve of the ribbon shows that the spin-up transmission channels are different from the spin-down ones. A similar pattern is obvious for the bands of spin-up and spin-down carriers in the bandstructure curve of 26bdY BN R in Fig.9 (c). One magnetic edge of the ribbon induces differences between spin-up and spin-down bands, but both kinds of bands make Dirac points near the Fermi energy.
The most unstable structure between the Y BN Rs is 26ccY BN R which is completely nonmagnetic. The maximum electron density of the ribbon is observed at the bonds that coupled the zigzag horizontal stripes of the ribbon (see Fig. S2 (d) ). The electrons are localized on the edge and also the bonds of the B atoms. The electron localization of 26ccY BN R is less than others, and so the weight of TP is distributed in the edges and the body. The transmission coefficient of the nonmagnetic ribbon is drawn in the last column of Fig. S2 (d) which shows a metallic behavior. In Fig. 9 (d) , the bandstructure of the ribbon crosses the Fermi energy and some Dirac points are observed near the Fermi energy indicating the high conduction of the ribbon.
N abY BN Rs are a class of ribbons with two different magnetic edges in FM and AFM configurations. The spin density in the b-type edge is more than the a-type edge. The electron density and spin density of 27abY BN R is shown in Fig. S3 (a) and (b) for FM and AFM configurations, respectively. The TP pattern of FM configuration shows that the spin-up carriers are transmitted through the edges and the body of the ribbon while the spin-down carriers are not transmitted through the a-type edge and so the transmission coefficients of spin-up and down carriers are completely different. For the AFM configuration, the spin-up carriers are filtered in the b-type edge and the weight of spin-down TP in the a-type edge is ignorable. The transmission coefficient of the ribbon in AFM configuration is noncompliance, because the spin densities are not the same at the edges. This phenomenon is appeared just in N abY BN Rs. Such spin anisotropy was also reported in β 12 borophene nanoribbons [28] . The difference between the spin-up and -down density of the edges is obvious in the bandstructure curve of Fig. 10 (a)  and (b) for the FM and AFM configurations. The spin-up bands of FM configuration are like the spin-down bands in the AFM configuration. The asymmetric geometry of the ribbon edges leads to the loss of degeneracy of spin-up and spin-down bands in the AFM configuration. Same effect has recently been reported in β 12 nanoribbons [28] .
The combination of two different non-magnetic edges, c-type and d-type, makes a class of Y BN Rs named as N cdY BN Rs. In the d-type edge, the electrons are localized between the boron atoms, which is observed in the ED and ELF analysis for 27cdY BN R in Fig. S3 (c) . The localization of the electrons is on the dangling boron atoms in c-type edges and as a result, the weight of TP through c-type edge is more than the d-type edge. The transmission coefficient curve and band structure graph of 27cdY BN R show its metallic behavior perfectly. Two Dirac points are observed close to the Fermi energy in the bandstructure of 27cdY BN R in Fig.10 (c) . The spin-up and the spin-down bands are degenerated because the structure is nonmagnetic.
N bbY BN Rs have two similar magnetic edges which are degenerated in both FM and AFM configurations. 28bbY BN R is shown as an example of this class in Fig .  S4 (a) and (b) . Like other ribbons, the electron density is between the bonds that connect four atomic rows in the body of the ribbon. The spin density is intensive on the edges of the ribbon. In the FM configuration, the majority carriers are transmitted through the edges and the body of the ribbon while the minority carriers are just transmitted through the body and so, the transmission coefficient of the spin-down (minority) carriers are less than the spin-up (majority) carries. In Fig.11 (a) , the bandstructure curve of 28bbY BN R in FM configuration shows that the spin-up and spin-down bands are segregated. In AFM configuration, the spin-up (down) carriers are transmitted through the body and up (down) edge. The TP of the spin-up and spin-down carriers are similar because of the symmetry of the ribbon, so the transmission coefficient of the spin-up and the spin-down carriers are like to each other. It is obvious that the spin-up and spin-down bands are degenerate in the AFM configuration of the ribbon (see Fig.11 (b) ).
The a-type edge is magnetic while the c-type edge is non-magnetic in N acY BN Rs. In addition to the bonds that connect the four atomic rows in the body, the electron density is also accumulated between the boron atoms at the a-type edge which is shown in Fig. S4 (c) . The spin density is localized in the a-type edge which was predictable. The spin-up carriers are transmitted through the a-type edge while the spin-down carriers are filtered in the a-type edge. In the c-type edge and the body of the ribbon, the spin-up and spin-down carriers are transmitted with equal weight. The transmission coefficient of spin-up and -down carriers are different because of the magnetization of the a-type edge of the ribbon. The bands of spin-up and -down carriers are the same except in some bands which are shown in Fig. 11 (c). The ribbon is spatially magnetic in one edge (a-type) and as a consequence, just some spin-up and -down bands are separated and others are degenerate. The bandstructure of magnetic metallic ribbon consists lots of bands which crossing the Fermi energy.
The last possible class in Y BN Rs, N ddY BN Rs, includes two similar non-magnetic edges. The electron density is between the boron atoms at the edges of 28ddY BN R which is observed in Fig. S4 (d) . The ELF graph shows that the electrons are localized between the bonds of atoms in both the body and edges of the ribbon, but it is more intensive at the edges. So the TP weight through the edge is less than the body. The high electrical conductivity of 28Y ddBN R is shown in transmission coefficient curve. It is also observed that many bands are crossing the Fermi energy of the bandstructure of the ribbon in Fig.11(d) . As an example, thermal stability of 26aaY BN R and 26ccY BN R is investigated by abinitio molecular dynamics and shown in Fig. S5 (c) and (d). Results show that the Y BN Rs are less stable than XBN Rs and their structures undergo some distortion. The final structure is not flat, unlike XBN Rs. In addition, edge configuration has an important role in the final shape of the ribbon. Ground state of zigzag graphene nanoribbons (ZGN Rs) is AFM. The spin density at the edge of the ZGN Rs is more than Y BN Rs, but there is no possibility to make a ZGN R with only one magnetic edge (like 28acY BN R) and also with asymmetric magnetic edges (like 27abY BN R), it is the most important clear-cut advantage of the Y BN Rs in comparison with the ZGN Rs. Indeed, the existence of boron atoms with different coordination numbers in borophene sheets creates different nanoribbons. This phenomenon is absent in graphene, silicene, germanene, or black phosphorous. Generally, in 10 distinct geometrical configurations of Y BN Rs which discussed here, 30 percent of the ribbons are non-magnetic, 20 percent are polarized symmetrically at the edges, 10 percent are polarized asymmetrically at the edges, and 40 percent are just polarized in one edge. The ribbons with one magnetic edge are spinpolarized in the energy space and also in the real space on the one edge. The separation of the spin in the real space causes to have spintronic devices with one more degree of freedom to control and managing the devices. To tune magnetic properties of graphene nanoribbons, external parameters should be applied like an external transverse electric field, functionalization of edge atoms, or absorption of magnetic atoms. Structural diversity of YBNRs is an origin of their magnetic properties. So, we expect to see the application of the Y BN Rs in the next generation of spintronic devices.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
It is well known that quantum confinement is a major route to open a band gap in two-dimensional (2D) materials. In this research, we studied the electronic prop- erties of the borophene nanoribbons (BN Rs) using density functional theory. Strong bonding between boron atoms makes it different from other 2D nanoribbons so that all ribbons are metallic or ferromagnetic. Diversity in the edge profile of BN Rs leads to different allotropes with intriguing and unique properties. Armchair-like ribbons are metal whereas, zigzag ribbons can be magnetic. Spin degeneracy is broken in antiferromagnetic state of some ribbons attributed to edge asymmetry. Results show that transmission channels are suppressed at the edges of armchair-like ribbons due to strong electron localization. on the contrary, the transmission channels are open in edges of zigzag borophene nanoribbons. Ab-initio molecular dynamic simulations show that the considered ribbons are stable at room temperatures.
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VI. ELECTRONIC SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
The electron density, electron localized function, transmission pathway and transmission coefficient of 12XBN R, 26aaY BN R, 26bdY BN R, 26ccY BN R, 27abY BN R, 27cdY BN R, 28bbY BN R, 28acY BN R, 28ddY BN R are shown in the electronic supplementary materials (ESM). Ab-initio molecular dynamic of XBN Rs and Y BN Rs are observed in ESM. We have also reported the bonding length of boron atoms at the edges of considered Y BN Rs in Table S1 .
